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old wine in new bottles
the story behind fundamentalist
anti mormonism
despite originating in sensational hoaxes certain
nineteenth century french writings continue to fuel
an extreme anti mormon rhetoric and world view
massimo introvigne
a strange shadow

of mormonism is itself a
social phenomenon in 1992 the encyclopedia of mormonism
noted that no comprehensive history of anti mormonism has yet
been published even if such a history had been published it
would need considerable periodic updating because of the changmormons I1 have argued elsewhere that the
ing activity of anti cormons
1982 film the god makers marked the emergence of a new anti
postrationalist 1 2I while rationalist
mormonism that 1I have called postrationalist
anti mormonism mostly represented by the career apostates
jerald and sandra tanner denied anything supernatural in
joseph smiths experiences and regarded him as a mere fraud post
rationalist anti mormonism advances the theory that joseph smith
was in touch with a superhuman source of revelation and power
postrationalist theory the superhuman
however according to the postrationalist
source was not god but satan 4
win
postrational theory may seem new this article will
while the postrational
show that it is merely an example of old wine in new bottles being
part of a tradition that dates back to the nineteenth century although this tradition became somewhat disreputable in the first
decades of the twentieth century it continued to exist in the funmormons in
post rationalist anti cormons
damentalist subculture indeed postrationalist
da
the 1980s started using nineteenth century literature as source
material to prove their thesis about the satanic connection in

anti mormonism
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mormonism this article traces the origins and nature of the world
view held by those nineteenth century writers and traces their
influence on postrationalist
post rationalist anti mormonism

the french revolution spiritualism and satanism
certain historical events are perceived as so incredible and
unexpected as to announce the end of an era if not the end of a
world such was the french revolution for many europeans and
americans it was so unexpected that it could not be explained
through natural causes behind the revolution a supernatural
agent must have been at work for millennialist religious thinkers
the power behind the french revolution was god himself and the
date 1789 soon became part of a number of prophetic chronologies offering calculations for the more or less imminent end of
the world 5 although this interpretation was particularly popular
among protestants catholics could not reconcile themselves with
the idea that the anti catholic french revolution with its persecution of their church was really masterminded by god they
started suggesting that the revolution was the product of a conspiracy organized by secret societies including freemasonry the
illuminati a bavarian politically radical secret society mostly active between 1776 and 1785 and the mysterious betro
retro lodges
secret masonic lodges allegedly controlling the regular lodges
the most famous work on the revolution as a conspiracy was published in 1797 by the french catholic priest augustin barriel
barruel
1741 1820 while in exile in england 6 john robisonn
Ro
robisons
bisons proofs
of a conspiracy made the same claim from a protestant point of
Bar
barruela
of
view 7 by 1802 parts ofbarruels
ruels work translated into english had
barruels
been published in the united states 8
retro4odges
barruel and robison suggested that betro
retro lodges were diabarriel
bolical
bo lical organizations but they did not explicitly involve satan in
the conspiracy however in paris during the revolution another
jean baptiste fiard 1736 1818 published undercatholic priest jeanbaptiste
ground and anonymous editions of two works suggesting that
groups of satanists in direct contact with the devil were behind
the french revolution 9 in 1796 and 1803
1805 fiard published two further books in which he openly argued that the leaders of the
masons the illuminati could only have
freemasons
french revolution the Free
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success because they have signed a written pact with the devil 10
fiardo ideas were spread by jean wendel
after the revolution fiards
wurtz 1760 1826 a german catholic priest living in lyon
millenarian
rian
france wurtz also combined the satanic and the mitlena
themes about the revolution announcing the coming of the anti11
year
the
in
1912
christ
he started suggesting that fallen angels
inspired reformers causing not only the french revolution but
also the phenomenon of spiritualism 12
although spiritualism has existed in france since the last
decades of the eighteenth century modern spiritualism origiHy desville new york a vilnated in 1848 with the fox sisters in hydesville
lage now called east palmyra which is next to joseph smiths
Pah
palmyra
pahnyra
nyra the enormous success of spiritualism in the 1840s and
1850s took both catholics and protestants by surprise although of
a different nature it was a phenomenon as unexpected as the
french revolution again someone suggested that it could not be
explained through purely natural causes and must involve the
direct action of satan
the debate about the real origins satanic or otherwise of
spiritualism was connected with the great discussion on the five
volume work authored by german theologian johann joseph von
gorres 1776 1848 on divine natural and satanic mysticism 13
although gorres often believed reports of the most incredible facts
he was very cautious when it came to explaining these facts for
gorres satanic mysticism did exist but was extremely rare most
spiritualist and magic phenomena could be explained through natmesmers
mers animal magnetism and the newly
ural causes including Mes
meimers
discovered electricity however gorres was criticized for being too
cautious when spiritualism spread in the united states a number
of protestant critics were ready to conclude that the devil was
14
phenomena
for
most
of the
indeed responsible
the french revolution and spiritualism both unexpected
phenomena of great concern to catholics and protestants thus
had set the standard for conspiracy theories explaining the inexFree masons the illuplicable not only through the secret action of freemasons
retro4odges
minati and betro
retro lodges but also through the direct action of
satan when mormonism became prominent critics attempted to
explain this new phenomenon in the same way
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it was easier for the french catholics to see mormonism as
non christian than to try to prove that its divine origins were impossible Mormoni
sms origins were in fact too close to chris
mormonisms
tian
tianitys
itys own origins to claim that such things as revelations and
miracles could not happen disconnecting mormonism from christianity was the only way to solve the dilemma 15

orestes brownson as an anti mormon
although he is less well known than other nineteenth cen
tury religious authors orestes augustus brownson 1803 1876
had a far greater impact on his own time than those like a henry
david thoreau or emily dickinson 16 A native of vermont brownson was raised a congregationalist but converted to methodism
and then to universalism in 1826 he was ordained a universalist
minister quite restless in his religious ideas he left the ministry in
1829 and became a social reformer and for a short period a free
thinker in 1831 brownson started an independent ministry and
he became a unitarian pastor in 1832
in the subsequent decade although he kept in touch with the
tolerant unitarians brownson aligned himself with a number of
religious and philosophical movements associating with emersons transcendentalism dabbling in spiritualism and enthusiastically trying to spread the doctrines of the french socialist and
pantheist thinker henri leroux 1797
1871 an independent dis17971871
ciple of saint simon during this period he also explored mormonism but found it intellectually wanting Brown
sons brother
brownsons
oran later became a convert to mormonism finally in 1844
brownson converted to the roman catholic church where he
stayed for the remaining thirty two years of his life acquiring great
fame through his magazine the brownson quarterly review 17
As the popes champion in america 18 brownson exposed
iams he had explored
from a catholic viewpoint the various isms
before conversion including spiritualism universalism and mormonism brownson regarded himself as an expert on mormonism
because he was personally acquainted with joseph smith in vermont and had lived in upstate new york during the formative years
IDS
of the LDS
irs church he also tried to explain the true causes of the
french revolution
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in 1854 ten years after his conversion brownson published
rapper 19
a fictionalized autobiography under the title the spirit rappee
in this book brownson like fiard and others concluded that the
influence of secret societies is not sufficient to explain the french
revolution some catholic writers as good honest as they are
would explain all this by the secret societies it is in vain they did
much those secret societies but how explain the existence of those
societies themselves their horrible principles and the fidelity of
their members in submitting to what they must know is a thousand
times more oppressive than the institutions they are opposing

the answer could only be there was there the mighty power whatever it be which it is said once dared dispute the empire of heaven
with the omnipotent and which all ages have called satan 112020
the actions of satan according to brownson also explain
much of spiritualism and the success of new religions that oppose
catholicism both mahomet and swedenborg were directly inspired by satan the same brownson proclaimed was the case
with joseph smith in whose hand the divining rod will operate
and who could throw himself by means of his urim
arim and thum
sleep waking state in which only would he or
mim into the sleepwaking
1121
21
could he prophesy 2221
brownson reported that when the spirit
was upon him his face brightened up his eye shone and sparkled
as living fire and he seemed instinct with a life and energy not his
own he was in those times as one of his apostles assured me
awful to behold
brownson thought that satan was the real author also of the
book of mormon and ridiculed the spaulding theory as the most
ridiculous attempt to explain the book of mormon
this version is refuted by a simple perusal of the book itself which
is too much and too little to have had such an origin

whoever
had produced it in his normal state would have made it either better in its feebler parts or worse in its stronger passages 22
A further element for brownson was that mormonism seemed to pro-

marvellous cures the reality of these cures was not doubted
marcellous
duce marvellous
but only proved to brownson that satan was behind mormonism

that there was a superhuman power employed in founding the mormon church cannot easily be doubted by any scientific and philosophic mind that has investigated the subject and just as little can a
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sober man doubt that the power employed was not divine and that
13
mormonism is literally the synagogue of satan 23

after the publication of the spirit rapper and his first years
sons
of militant aggressive catholic apologetic s Brown
brownsons
24
catholicism became more conciliatory and optimistic 1124
in later
years he was less certain that all non catholic religious movements came straight from satan he concluded that satan though
a creature has a superhuman power and is able to work not miracles but prodigies which imitate miracles and which the un2725
1125
25
wary may mistake for them 1725
by 1875 brownson was prepared to
conclude that much fraud and no little jugglery of human rather
than supernatural origin was connected with spiritualism 26 in the
same year more than three decades after the spirit rapper
brownson returned to the subject of mormon miracles and concluded that perhaps they were due simply to inexplicable causes

we had a near relative who for six months had been rendered utterly
helpless by inflammatory rheumatism she was unable to move herself in bed or even to raise her hand A mormon elder asked her husband for a nights lodging which was refused on the ground of the
illness of his wife the elder replied that that was no reason for refusing his request for if he would let him see his wife he doubted not
he could cure her he was led to her bedside where he kneeled
down and made a short prayer at the end of the prayer she was completely cured as well as ever she was in her life we do not believe
that god wrought a miracle at the prayer of the mormon elder nor
are we willing to suppose an intervention of the evil one there are
moral or nonphysical
non physical causes whose operation we but imperfectly
understand and which produce effects on the physical system that
seem to us little less than miraculous till we know the extent
of these causes or the moral vis medicatrix
medica trix of nature we cannot
take these sudden and inexplicable cures as conclusive proofs of a
supernatural intervention 27

french anti satanism in the 1860s
brownson who read both french and italian had been
deeply influenced by the huge pneumatologie
pneumatologic of the french marquis jules eudes de mirville 1802 1873 mirville argued in ten
volumes that all spiritualist phenomena from the ancient mysteries
21
to modern spiritualism originated from the devil 28
mirville was
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the acknowledged leader of a school of french catholic authors
whose books were recommended by both the french bishops and
the vatican who tried to answer skepticism about the existence
and the action of the devil by beating skeptics at their own game
through a showing of prodigious scholarship mirville and his disgougenot
ciples henri roger mougenot
Gou
genot des mousseaux 1805 1876 a diplo
mat19 and joseph Bizo
mat29
bizouard
uard 1797
1870 a lawyer produced
17971870
thousands of pages on spiritualism and the devil with occasional
remarks against the jews they also criticized gorres for being too
cautious in not attributing the phenomenon of spiritualism to
satan their works became popular among european catholics in
the 1860s
while brownson had been influenced by mirville Mir
mirvilles
villes
bizouard
uard in turn used the french 1862 translation of
protege Bizo
rappert31 in volume six of his four thousand
Brown
sons the spirit rapper0
brownsons
page work on satanism to prove the demonic origin of morbizouard
uard devoted sixteen pages to joseph smith and
monism Bizo
mormonism and noted that french catholic priest and encyclopedist jacques paul migne 1800 1875 had explained away mormonism citing only the alleged greed and fanaticism of joseph
smith Bizo
bizouard
uard asserted that these traits were not enough to
ofjules
juies
jules
explain mormonism 31 he also reviewed the travel account of
remy published in french in 1860 32 according to Bizo
bizouard
uard remy
mormons kindly and fairly but he could not avoid givtried to treat cormons
ing involuntary evidence to the thesis that their religion originates
bizouard
uard believed mormon leaders were provincial
with satan Bizo
americans neither particularly brilliant nor intelligent naturally
they could not have been capable of what they had achieved
since their achievements were indeed extraordinary the only
possible conclusion for him was that behind both joseph smith
and brigham young was the action of a superhuman power
namely the devil 33

the mormon connection in the taxil hoax of the 1890s
in the 1870s the popularity of authors like mirville and
Bizo uard declined in france although they remained popular
bizouard
among catholics in italy the success of positivist skepticism
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made french bishops very cautious in endorsing satanic explanations of spiritualism or new religious movements by the 1880s
they preferred to attribute spiritual phenomena to naturalistic
31
explanations based on psychiatry or electricity 34
however an interest in satanism was revived in the late
1880s by the scandals surrounding the defrocked lyon priest
boulian 1824 1893 who claimed that his conjoseph antoine boullan
sial ceremonies including sex magic were necessary to
troversial
trover
counteract the operations of satanists and by the presence in the
occult subculture of small groups of satan worshippers in france
and belgium these groups were revealed to the public by invesjules bois 1868 1943
1945 himself a member of the
journalist juies
tigative journalisquies
occult milieu A close friend of bois novelist joris karl huysmans
1848 1907 caused a sensation in 1891 with his extremely suc18481907
cessful novel labas
la bas which included the first literary depiction of
a black mass 35 allegedly based on the real experiences of the
Cour
1917
coursiere
author and his friend berthe courriere
18521917
courrire
rire 1852
Huys manss novel antimasonic
anti masonic literafter the publication of huysmanss
reconverted
uo taxil recently re
ature produced by a leo
converted to catholicism started introducing the idea of satanic secret orders behind
freemasonry a theme not prominent in taxils
taxis pre 1891 antimasonic works taxil whose real name was marie joseph antoine
gabriel jogand
joeand pages 1854 1907 was raised catholic before
joining french freemasonry in a period when french lodges were
so extremely anticlerical that they were cut off from communion
with british and american freemasonry 36 taxil exploited the anticlerical climate by producing extreme anti catholic literature that
contained exposes of alleged sexual scandals of the clergy and
IX who according to taxil entertained a number of
of pope pius DC
secret lovers since many anti catholics were atheist and rationalfree thinkers taxil did not suggest that the roman catholic
ist freethinkers
church was run by satan he did claim however that jesuits had
learned both eastern and western magic and were capable of
killing people from a distance and of performing other mysterious
and almost supernatural wrongdoing 37
taxil earned his livelihood for a period of time by publishing
anti catholic pamphlets because he later recognized that many
more catholics lived in france than anti catholics in 1885 he
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decided to return to the roman catholic church once he was
back in the fold he began to produce antimasonic
anti masonic literature with
all sorts of astonishing revelations intended for the catholic reader
some of these books became best sellers and were eventually
translated into many languages
taxil was no ordinary con man and exhibited two traits of
exceptional cunning first before his conversion he created a
legal scheme through which the copyrights on his anti catholic
works were transferred to his wife he even pretended to separate
from the wife and she continued to publish anti catholic books
sometimes without the name of the author or with taxils
taxis unfamiljoeand
iar names jogand
Jo gand or pages while her estranged husband was
busy selling antimasonic
anti masonic literature to catholics in this way taxil
managed to retain the profits of his anti catholic business while
simultaneously working in an ostensibly conflicting enterprise
taxils
taxis second ingenious idea was to produce a perfect witness who could not be cross examined since she never existed
in his first set of disclosures taxil began to focus on a high
palladium
Pallad ism that was hidden behind the public
freemasonry called palladism
Pall adist lodges unlike regular freemasonry included both
balladist
lodges palladist
co
men and women taxil and his coconspirator
conspirator charles hacks a
medical doctor who in 1892 started publishing his popular serial
siccle the devil in the nineteenth century
le diable au dixe
siale
xixe siecle
under the pen name of dr bataille also mentioned the struggle
palladium
Pallad ism between two powerful satanic high
for the control of palladism
priestesses called diana vaughan and sophia walder
to make these two fictitious characters more believable taxil
and bataille pretended these women were in touch with other well
Free masons of the time who were secret members of
known freemasons
palladium
palladism
Palladism including the italian prime minister francesco crispi
1818 1901 the powerful great master of italian freemasonry
adriano lemmi
lemml 1822 1906 and albert pike 1809 1891 the
great commander of the southern jurisdiction of the scottish rite
of freemasonry in america although pike was particularly controversial during the US civil war taxil made him the secret satanic
pope of the world who reigned over a worldwide satanic masonic
enterprise from his luciferian holy see in charleston south carolina perhaps a strange and exotic place for the average european
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reader of the time as well as the place where the civil war
31
began 38
when the roman catholic bishop of charleston ruled out
the possibility that his city was the seat of a luciferian holy see
palladist
Pall adist high priestess diana vaughan personally suggested that
balladist
some US bishops were perhaps in league with the satanists 39
according to taxil diana vaughan had converted to catholicism and was hiding in a monastery for fear of being kidnapped
by palladists from her hiding place she was busy publishing a
monthly journal written of course by taxil that included her
recollections bishops cardinals and even the vatican congratulated taxil for being instrumental in the conversion of diana
vaughan by 1894 other antimasonic
anti masonic writers possibly to the genuine delight of taxil who may not have been in league with them
originally began writing their own books about both diana
vaughan and her archrival
archrival sophia walder these writers included
abel clarin de la rive 1855 1914 who published la femme et
V enfant dans la frano
universelle the woman and
trano magonnerie
franc
lafranc
maonnerie universelle
child in universal freemasonry in 1894 and the italian dom11
enico margiotta 40
in 1896 margiotta tried to win the leadership of
the movement by revolting against taxil and explaining that he
had evidence that the real diana vaughan had never converted a
false miss vaughan was writing the french publications sponsored
by taxil
soon catholic antimasonic
anti masonic writers who were more sober
emerged they suggested that diana vaughan was simply a figment
of taxils
taxis imagination under pressure taxil announced in 1897
that diana vaughan would finally appear on april 19 in public at a
lecture in paris on that date before a crowded public hall of the
french geographic society taxil appeared and announced that he
had never really converted to catholicism that he remained an
anti catholic and that he had fabricated the whole vaughan
walder story to demonstrate to the world that catholics were
incredibly gullible one diana vaughan he explained existed she
was a french typist of remote american descent who although
she had nothing to do with freemasonry had authorized taxil
to use her name and had done some typing work to help him and to
share the fun of the hoax following his confession taxil left the
hall through an emergency door and never returned to the world
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anti masonry instead he quietly returned to his wife whom he
of antimasonry
later however divorced and to his anti catholic publishing business which he continued until his death
nevertheless the taxil episode was not a simple story it was
viewed by both freemasons
Free masons and catholics as a complicated
scheme worthy of a modem
modern spy story and debate continues on
its real meaning 41 taxil continued to be quoted even after the 1897
scandal some counter masonic authors continued to maintain that
even though taxil had willfully mixed true and false statements
readers could extract the true statements through careful analysis
others relied on authors such as abel clarin de la rive who was
clearly not in league with taxil and was credited with separating
the good and bad parts of taxils
taxis work clarin de la rive at least
for some years after 1897 continued to believe in diana vaughan
and did not exclude her having been conveniently killed by taxil
in 1897 finally other authors simply continued to use taxil as a
source without quoting him by name
taxil had argued at length that satan was behind freemasonry
as well as a number of other organizations he included mormonism in that number mormonism had been exploited in french
literature as a source of intrigue fanatacism
fanaticism and scandalous sex 42
for taxils
taxis purposes this image made mormonism an ideal candidate for satanic power indeed in his hoax one of the chiefs of
the worldwide satanic conspiracy was none other than a top mormon leader from salt lake city he is introduced in the devil in
co
the nineteenth century by dr bataille Tax
coconspirator
ils conspirator
taxils
taxis
charles hacks as
former pastor walder unsaved anabaptist now mormon living in
utah united states where he is the real shadow of john taylor the
cormons
Mor mons he walder
successor of brigham young as leader of the mormons
palladium
is one of the most active missionaries of palladism
Pallad ism the semi
seini masonic
is one of
form of luciferian occultism
this phileas walder
41
the ugliest specimens of the human race I1 have ever seen 45

apparently nobody in france bothered to check whether a phileas
walder had ever been a mormon general authority or whether a
person of his description was raised to prominence by being the
shadow of john taylor
walder was no minor character in taxil and hacks fictitious
and fantastic worldwide satanic conspiracy in fact satan planned
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that after three generations one of walders own descendants
would give birth to the antichrist
anti christ since the tribe of dan has to figure in the genealogy of the antichrist
anti christ and since modern danish
populations really descend from the jewish tribe of dan accordcormons would orgaing to bataille the devil planned that the mormons
nize one of their most important missions in denmark walder was
sent to denmark as mission president another detail by the way
that could easily have been proved false in denmark walder
managed to convert and seduce a young girl ida jacobsen and
philease
Phileass daughter
took her to strasbourg where she gave birth to phileass
sophia walder satan had ordered the birth of sophia to take place
in strasbourg because of the occult tradition of that city and also
as bataille explained because strasbourg had a sizable protestant
minority that could eventually convert to mormonism 44
at this point ida jacobsen the mother of sophia disappears
never to be mentioned again in the saga among taxils
taxis readers
organized in clubs and societies throughout europe the rumor
circulated that she had been killed by walder himself years later
however the charitable diana vaughan cleared the old shadow of
john taylor from this crime walder she explained was not above
resorting to homicide when really necessary but the mystery of
ida jacobsen was of supernatural order before her conversion
deus about the
from satanism diana vaughan asked the devil Asmo
asmodeus
fate of the mother of sophia and the devil replied that the young
mormon convert from denmark had not been killed nor abandoned by mr walder the mystery would have remained a mystery but it seems that the devil himself not walder took poor
ida jacobsen if not straight to hell very far from her baby daughter sophia diana vaughan explained that satan did not want
sophia to be raised by a woman who was not deeply entrenched
in the satanic mysteries in fact sophia walder was raised by her
father and then by albert pike freemason commander but not
15
without a little help from satan personally 45
sophia spent most of her time in charleston south carolina not a typical place for the daughter of a mormon authority but remember that charleston was the seat of the luciferian
holy see in addition pike was a close associate of john taylor
and the third president of the mormon church was himself a
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palladist
Pall
balladist
adist the founder of a sacred moabitic freemasonry mostly

cormons who would spread freemasonry
composed of utah mormons
over utahs borders 46
by age twenty she was allegedly born in strasbourg on september 29 1863 sophia walder was second in command in the
worldwide satanic conspiracy immediately after albert pike and
on the same level as adriano lemmi the italian grand master
no doubt she was helped by being as beautiful as her father is
ugly 47 sophia had at her command more than one million pal
sadists
ladists throughout the world when on october 18 1883 in a
secret meeting in rome where adriano lemmi and italian prime
bitru apminister francesco crispi were also present the devil betru
peared betru
bitru declared that he would marry miss walder on
december 25 1895 and that on september 29 1896 the daughter of sophia and the devil would be born in due course sophias
d6carabia
decarabia
daughter would marry another devil De
desarabia
carabia and would in turn
become the mother of another daughter that daughter would
anti christ 48
later become the mother of the antichrist
this complicated prophecy of generations meant that sophia
walder would eventually become the great grandmother of the antichrist it also meant that phileas walder alleged mormon general
authority and the shadow of john taylor was the father in law of
the devil betru
bitru in 1896 the monthly magazine for which diana
vaughan served as editor followed the saga of sophias pregnancy
to the great astonishment of its readers in france and elsewhere 49
evangelical fundamentalist anti mormonism
As previously mentioned the taxil saga did not entirely die
scholar jeanwith the scandal of 1897 A key character as french scholarjean

pierre laurant calls him abel clarin de la rive continued after the
scandal as an antimasonic
anti masonic writer for seventeen years until his death
in 1914 although clarin de la rive suspected taxil even before the
scandal he was never entirely convinced even after taxils
taxis con10
fession that diana vaughan and sophia walder never existed 50
evangelical fundamentalist allegations of mormon connections to masonry also survived the taxil hoax catholic antimasonic authors who were normally very careful with respect to
the whole satanic connection after 1897 nevertheless continued
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mormons were part of a larger conspiracy the
to speculate that cormons
summa on secret societies from a catholic perspective was written
by monsignor nicolas deschamps from 1874 to 1876 and went
mormons
through a number of editions the book explained that cormons
masons were not necessarily always in league between
and Free
freemasons
mormons probably represented an example
themselves but that cormons
of a sect or cult more advanced than freemasonry itself 51
A group of european and american authors used parallel criticisms
for mormonism and spiritualism but did not necessarily imply that
either heresy was directly inspired by satan 5212
although the fall of
taxil discredited and marginalized all theoftaxil
ories of satanic conspiracy these theories did not disappear entirely in 1904 a reverend eugene rickard of meath oreland
ireland had a
selection of writings by diana vaughan republished in english in
mexico without mention of the taxil hoax claiming that the former priestess of lucifer was now a nun he distributed the writings in the united states 53
the interest in diana vaughan was revived in 1929 by the
publication in paris of leine du dragon a book purportedly writsone who in the years 1877 80 had been
Ber
ten by one clotilde bergone
bersone
the lover of the future united states president james A garfield
1831
1851 1881 garfield was represented as the leader in paris of a
51
palladism
palladium
secret satanic freemasonry similar to Pallad
ism 54
the book was
actually written by the catholic priest novelist paul boulin
1875 1933
1935 and was purportedly based on an ancient manuscript
1953
discovered by the jesuit father harald richard 1867 1928
Bou
boulins
lins book was actively promoted by the influential antibollins
masonic journal revue internationale
soci6t6s
socie tes secretes
societes
ale des societies
internationals
Internation
mgr ernest jouin 1844 1932 had a number of
whose editor agr
readers and friends in the united states strangely enough nobody
garfielda
Gar
checked in garfields
fields papers the dates when he should have been
in paris as head of international satanism garfield had been in
paris for only a few days in 1867 and did not leave america at all
15
between 1875 and 1881 55
after the publication of relue du
anti masonic camp became interested again in
dragon the french antimasonic
diana vaughan and books suggesting that perhaps both she and
51
sophia walder had really existed were again published 56
mgr jouin was heavily influenced
in the last years of his life agr
by lesley or leslie fry a russian american antisemitic
anti semitic author
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well known for her defense of the spurious protocols of the elders
marev also pershishmarev
shishmaref
of zion fry whose real name was paquita Shish
suaded jouin to occasionally include mormonism in lists of satanic
57
cults interested in sex published by the revue internationale
ale
internationals
internation
anti masonic camp was noted for its evangelical funthe french antimasonic
da
damentalist
mentalist political preferences and had good connections in the
united states
A key figure in the transmission of the taxil saga to america is
Queenborough her two volumes of occult
edith starr miller lady queenborough
theocrasy were published posthumously for private circulation
5
193358
only in paris in english in 1933
but have since gone through a
1955
1935
number of US editions and are in print even today 59 miller admitted that parts of her work relied heavily on margiotta dr bataille
hacks paul rosen and alice bailey samuel paul rosen
1840 1907 was a jewish rabbi from poland who converted to
roman catholicism and wrote a very famous book satan et cie
satan and co 60 in which he insisted that a satanic conspiracy
masons before and after the taxil
existed at the direction of Free
freemasons
scandal rosen with a blessing by pope leo XIII continued to lecture against freemasonry 61 alice bailey 1880 1949 an independent theosophist and founder of the arcane school wrote from an
entirely different perspective but miller found in her works evidence that she was also a member of the satanic conspiracy 62
miller also quoted liberally from clarin de la rive basically
translating from the fictitious dr bataille miller revealed some
spicy details of astonishing palladian sessions albert pike held in
charleston she also claimed that a wireless telephone was in the
possession of the heads of the masonic organization that worked
only because of satan because when pike was alive wireless was
unknown 63 joseph smith according to miller conceived the
idea of establishing a masonic super rite however
11

joseph smith applying his powers of mediumship towards the realization of the ambitious project nurtured by general pepe mazzini
and others for the establishment of a super rite was not necessarily
acceptable to the masonic leaders of his time thus as a mason he
failed but as the founder of a masonic sect he succeeded 64

miller concluded that the mormon dogma is universality materialism and pantheism it blends judaism and christianity aiming at a
progressive universal religion while seeking to unite in itself all
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faiths and the cults of every people on earth 65 the establishment of
this universal religion is of course the whole aim of the great
satanic conspiracy millers influence should not be underestimated
stiff quoted
and her anti mormon and anti
antimasonic
masonic arguments are still
by a certain kind of evangelical fundamentalist literature today
in recent years the reception of such anti mormon arguments
has been aided by the rise of perennialism
perenniahsm
ism a name implying that
perennial
a perennial esoteric philosophy is behind all religions which
has become increasingly popular in the united states one of the
founders of the perennialist
ist school was rene guenon 1886 1951
perennial
1951
a french esoteric author who had a number of followers throughout europe and was received with sympathy even by a number of
roman catholics66
catholics66 before converting to islam and settling in egypt
where he died though largely limited to the perennialist
ist milieu
perennial
and to academic scholars of esoterica the influence of guenon in
the united states seems to be growing in recent years
guenon regarded mormonism as one of the most important
religious movements produced by the united states and wrote a
report based largely on anti mormon sources from various countries guenon suggested that joseph smith though he may have
been a sincere fanatic was controlled by hidden inspirators
inspiratory perhaps through sidney rigdon 67 guenon saw joseph as intellectually
inferior to orson pratt who had some knowledge of european phi68 guenon
losophy
lo
wrote notwithstanding their peculiarities the
emergence of mormon doctrines is not a lonely phenomenon but
part of a much larger conspiracy europeans needed to keep a
watch since americans have already presented europe with other
gu6nons
very unpleasant gifts 69 guenons
Gue nons anti mormonism largely explains
why more recent perennialist
ist authors in the united states and elseperennial
where who regard guenon as a sort of cult figure have facilely
pseudoreligion or a false revelation 70
viewed mormonism as a pseudoreligion
161
165

direct use of nineteenth century sources in
alst
contemporary evangelical fundamentalist
aist anti mormonism
Fundament
we are now in a position to understand and critique the main
proponents of recent anti mormonism despite the publication of
11
a less successful sequel the god makers 1171
II 71 in 1993 there is
little doubt that the god makers released as a film in 1982 and
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published as a book in 1984 is the most visible contemporary
work of evangelical fundamentalist anti mormonism particularly
post rationalist wing one of the key arguments of
of its extreme postrationalist
the god makers is that mormonism is derived from freemasonry
freemasonry in turn is a form of satanic worship and as a consecormons are aware of
quence even if admittedly only very few mormons
it mormonism worships satan
the origin of these claims is obvious quotes attributed to
albert pike are prominent in the god makers including an address
to the leaders of world freemasonry in which pike explains that
there are two gods adonay the god of the christian bible and
lucifer lucifer according to the quotation cited by decker is
pikes hero while adonay is the villain lucifer is god and unfortunately
for the absolute can only exist as
tunately adonay is also god
two gods
lucifer god of light and god of good is struggling
72
for humanity against adonay the god of darkness and evil 1172
this quotation from pike is very important in the god makers according to the god makers satanic freemasonry was the
major influence on mormon doctrine and practice but is there any
god7373 where
evidence that pike turned lucifer satan into god
does deckers evidence come from endnote 30 to chapter 9 of
the god makers reads
instructions to the 23 supreme councils of the world by albert pike
grand commander sovereign pontiff of universal freemasonry july
14 1889 recorded by A C de la rive and reported in la femme et
verselle p 588 as
universelle
lenfant
ienfant dans la franc maconnerie sic Uni
found in edith S miller occult theocracy sic vol 1 pp
ap 220 21 7471

this

is a strange note it is a quote from a quote of a quote
decker claims he is quoting from miller quoting de la rive quoting
pike the mention that instructions by pike was recorded by A C
de la rive is clearly misleading de la rive did not record any-

thing he was simply using information supplied by diana vaughan
that is uo
leo taxil who had admitted that everything he wrote about
pike was ficticious
fictitious including the allegations of satanism
interestingly enough when william schnoebelen and james
spencer published their mormonisms
Mormonisms temple of doom two years
after the god makers they quoted again from pikes spurious
instructions altering the endnote only slightly 75 apparently
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decker and schnoebelen do not realize that taxil specifically
admitted his forgery of the 1889 pike instructions in his 1897 con
fession76 and that even anti mormon and anti
masonic authors such
antimasonic
as leslie fry recognized the forgery as such 77
in 1991 schnoebelen wrote a new book masonry beyond

the light which was published by the controversial chick publications known for its anti mormon and anti catholic comics and
which contained an entire chapter on albert pike and the
congress of demons after admitting to the tanners in a 1988
78
schnoebelen
interview that the source was controversial 1171
nevertheless wrote in his 1991 chick publications book that if
we look at his writings and statements attributed to him we find
that he pike acknowledged lucifer as the true god and adonay
the biblical god as the god of evil 117979 this time the quote is from
de larive sic 80 again with no reference to miller schnoebelen
quotes liberally not only from de la rive but also from miller and
from domenico margiotta whom we met earlier as the italian
who claimed he had known diana vaughan and sophia walder
quite well schnoebelen quotes margiotta to the effect that
albert pike had only specified and unveiled the dogmas of the
high grades of all other Mason
ries and asks his readers please
masonries
statement carefully the lucifer doctrine we are
note that
told is implicit in the lower degrees and only becomes an
explicit teaching in the highest degrees the highest of the high
was the palladium 81
next come the claims mentioned but not emphasized in
Mormoni sms temple ofdoom
mormonisms
of doom that the palladium not only really
existed in the nineteenth century but also still exists today in the
united states and that schnoebelen has been a member of it
was brought into palladium lodge resurrection 13 in chicago
in the late 1970s and received the degree of paladin in that
lodge in 1981 from the son of one of the leading oc cultists in the
late 19th century an associate ofaleister
ofA leister crowley evidently there
of
was and is palladium masonry being worked in the 20th century
1I

am ashamed to admit it but 1I myself stood in lodge and
joined in the traditional palladium imprecation which is translated
from the french
glory and love for lucifer hatred hatred
12
accursed82
accursed 82
hatred to god accursed accursed accursed12
1I
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one wonders why a ritual supposedly devised by an american like
albert pike would need to be translated from the french although if one assumes that schnoebelen is really translating from
taxil the situation becomes obvious
in the 1988 interview schnoebelen told the tanners that the
palladium ritual requires the initiate to immediately burn his certificate of initiation 83 however schnoebelen published in 1993 a
certificate of initiation of his wife sharon into the order of palla84
784
711
dium signed by a david D depaul 781
according to michael bertiaux a well known figure in the occult milieu of chicago and the
man who consecrated schnoebelen as a bishop in his gnostic
church in 1977 david depaul was a real person and that was his
name he was originally roman catholic from an orphans home
or else placed there by family having realised
realized a special bond
between himself and satanism depaul
believed that diana vaughan was a real spirit trying to contact him
he also stated that she came to him and directed him in setting up a
mystical society that would continue the work of the palladium of
which he was chief 85

there is at

any rate much to learn from schnoebelens distortions
tortions for example his questionable claim that the mafia is really
a sicilian masonic terrorist organization and is a part of the big
conspiracy according to schnoebelen it was founded by giuseppe
mazzini 1805 1872 the italian revolutionary and the name
mafia
is an acronym for mazzini autorizza
auto rizza burti
incendi
inc endi
furti indendi
tig
86
poisoning86
arson
mazzini
authorizes
thefts
poisoning
and
avvelenamenti
this theory was first suggested in the late nineteenth century but
was immediately abandoned because historians in europe recognize that the mafia existed some centuries before mazzini but we
have to leave schnoebelen although not without noting that his
whole book is a tribute to the taxil sources and the legend they
built around albert pike
116

common trends

the way decker schnoebelen

and the whole postrationalist
post rationalist
anti mormon camp use nineteenth century french sources connected with the taxil hoax quoted directly or from miller is only
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part of the story by relying on these french sources to buttress
cormons rely on taxil not
postrationalist anti mormons
their arguments postrationalist
only for all their spurious data about albert pike mazzini and pal
cadism but also for a whole method and logic taxils
ladism
taxis line of
logic is replicated in the contemporary anti mormonism that the
god makers inaugurated according to both 1 satan plays a
direct role in the story 2 besides satan the major villains in the
plan are the devils agents a chosen few who are aware they are
working for him the term demonized is relatively new but the
concept is the same as that employed by taxil and his followers
3 although the great satanic conspiracy is of course secret
satan leaves his signature via symbols books and acronyms when
these are studied by counter satanist experts it is obvious to them
that satan is in charge we have seen that even mafia is an
acronym and that no masonic symbol or motto escapes a sinister
explanation by taxil or de la rive likewise decker and schnoebelen have played fast and loose and they have acknowledged
that the real master at this game of dissimulation is another post
rationalist anti mormon with the pseudonym of loftes tryk 87
4 the two main tools used by satan to recruit people for his conspiracy are power and sex taxil introduced the likes of pike and
walden
waiden
waider
walder who wanted to rule the entire world and sex was always
cormons could have succeeded
present 5 neither masons nor mormons
alone in the satanic conspiracy As we have seen freemasonry in
the taxil saga and mormonism in the god makers are both supposedly best understood as part of a larger occult conspiracy
accordingly it is no contradiction to state that joseph smith was
an occultist and also to insist that he was a classical humanist
atheist 88 for secular humanists and atheists are clearly part of the
conspiracy too 89 89deckers
Mormonism90 could just
deckers explanation of mormonism90
as well be a summary of occult theocrasy millers compilation
from earlier french sources
likewise in a marginal book about the new world order as
mormons are part of the
a satanic threat william T still claims the cormons
conspiracy in chapter 9 of stills book titled albert pike & mazzini we again find the familiar reference quoted from millers
miners
quote of de la rive to albert pikes alleged instructions issued
from charleston the sacred city of the palladium yes lucifer is

ven
nen
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god and unfortunately adonay is also god 79191 the taxil saga of
albert pike diana vaughan sophia walder satanic masons and a
cormons did not die with the scandal of 1897 and it will
few mormons
probably continue into the next century
AH
all
ali
ail

ends in confusion

the new wave of anti mormonism that emerged in the

1980s

is largely different from both secular and sectarian anti mormonism

which have existed since the birth of the LDS church although the
new anti mormonism borrows themes and arguments from both its
predecessors its historical roots are in the much older french nine
steenth
teenth century counter subversion literature which focused on freemasonry and included tangential references to mormonism the
new anti mormonism has borrowed much more than a few quotations from these nineteenth century sources it has borrowed their
whole system of logic and world view
even though scholars agree these sources were spurious and
largely connected to a hoax the taxil scandal they are so crucial to the postrationalist
postrationalist anti mormon movement that its proponents are not prepared to stop using them it would be simple to
eliminate the references to the instructions by pike known to be
mormons
a fabrication for more than one hundred years but anti cormons
are reluctant to abandon a smoking gun that they claim proves
that masons worship satan the masonic connection which becomes their satanic connection to mormonism is too essential
for their purposes
although new developments are probably in store for the
future for the time being I1 will conclude with one of my favorite
quotations from C S lewis
fail
fali
fan
there are two equal and opposite errors into which our race can fall
about the devils one is to disbelieve in their existence the other is

to believe and to feel an excessive and unhealthy interest in them
they themselves are equally pleased by both errors 9291
massimo introvigne is a partner in the law firm of jacobacci and perani torino
italy professor of religious studies at the pontifical university regina apostolo
rum rome and director of CESNUR the center for studies of new religions an
international research facility in torino italy
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36the alienation of the largest french masonic group the grand orient
from the mainstream world masonic bodies caused by this schism has not been
healed to this day
31 on
Indagine
taxil see massimo introvigne indagine
indazine sul satanismo Satanist i e
Seicento ai nostri giorni milano arnoldo mondadori editore
Edi tore
satanistic dal seicento
editors
anti satanisti
52 eugen weber satan franc
1994 james taxil leo
uo in esotjrisme
esoterisme 247
24752
160 taxil paris julliard 1964 see also lesley fry
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anti masonic writer leo taxil et
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on the real albert pike see fred W ausopp
allsopp albert pike little rock
alsopp
parke harper 1928 walter L brown albert pike phd diss university
of texas 1955 robert E duncan reluctant general the life and times of
albert pike new york E P dutton 1961 A masonic hagiography on pike is
still in print as a curious contrast to antimasonic
anti masonic characterizations of pike as a
hidden satanist see for example albert pike sovereign grand commander
1859 1891 washington DC the supreme council scottish rite of freemasonry southern jurisdiction USA 1986 for a scholarly assessment of pike in the
carnes secret
cames
context of the history of american fraternal societies see mark C games

ritual and manhood in victorian america new haven yale university press
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Palla disme cuite de satan lucifer dans les
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verselle paris and lyon
universelle
mavonnerie
femme et lenfant dans la franc maconnerie
savonnerie uni
ad ed 1899 on clarin de la rive editor of the jourdelhomme et briguet 1894 2d
nal la france chri
taxil from 1896 to
antimaonnique as successor of
chretienne
chritienne
oftaxil
tienne antimaconnique
1914 see the entry clarin de la rive abel in james esoterisme
72 74
esotirisme 7274
4historians
historians sympathetic to freemasonry maintain that taxil was only a con
man and that extreme anti
masonic prejudice explains the success his scheme
antimasonic
enjoyed for a number of years see for example from the perspective of conII dicavolo
diavolo in loggia in dicavolo
diavolo
temporary italian freemasonry aldo A mola 11il
Diavolo
dicavoli
Di
avoli torino e algrove
altrove
70
diavoli
altrove ed filippo barbano milano bompiani 1988 257
25770
masonic encyclopedist and golden dawn member arthur edward waite
1942 published a rebuttal to taxil one year before the scandal of 1897
18571942
1857
devil worship in france or the question of lucifer A record of things seen
and heard in the secret societies according to the evidence of initiates london george redway 1896 after the fall of
taxil in 1897 waite wrote a further
oftaxil
palladism
work diana vaughan and the question of modem
modern palladium
Pallad ism A sequel to
devil worship in france that remained unpublished and is at present in a private collection in england another classic pro masonic account of the scandal is
figlike romaine histoire dune
figlise
henry charles lea 160
leo taxil diana vaughan et ieglise
igol one should
lib rairie et dedition 1901.
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deur 12 april 1897 13 scholars less favorable to freemasonry do not rule out
the possibility that taxil was in league with a segment of french freemasonry and
that he knowingly combined true and false information which made it difficult if
masonry to be
antimasonry
not impossible for years for even more moderate forms of anti
taken seriously see james taxil 160
leo and fry leo taxil et la frano
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franc
nerie see also the bibliography in weber satan frano
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42
4117or
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for discussions of mormon
and 1920s see wilfried decoo the image of mormonism in french literature
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Memo
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ires dune ex palladiste parfaite initije
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of the library of Socie
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Socie tas an authorisocietal
william wynn westcott 1848 1925 a member of the societas
tative freemason and one of the founders 0oiff the important occult society called
tic order of the golden dawn show that he was aware of the maghermetic
the Henne
nitude of the hoax
ponds jean
see on this point jeanpierre
51see
uo taxil du fonds
jean pierre laurant le dossier leo
politica hermetica
Nati onale politico
Herme tica 4 1990 55 64
nationals
baylot de la bibliotheque
biblioth6que nationale
hermetics
51 51nicolas
Socie
societies
tes secretes et la societe ou philo
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nicolas deschamps les socijt6s
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ihistoire contemporaine notes and documents collected by claudio jannet
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2d ed 3 vols avignon seguin freres 1883 3546
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354647
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see on this point michael W homer spiritualism and mormonism some
depr
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esot6fisme
mag ique L1I esoterisme
magique
thoughts on the similarities and differences in le derp
defi macique
lantine lyon
laplantine
jean baptiste martin and francois
occultisme
spirit isme eds jeanbaptiste
occultisme spiritisme
franois Lap
presses Universita
universitaires
ires de lyon 1994 143 62 in 1867 a book by lacon the
devil in america A dramatic satire mobile J K randall 1867 suggested that
ism and the demon of
america was threatened both by the demon of mormonism
Monnon
spiritualism 1 I thank michael W homer for this reference it is however unclear
whether lacon merely used demons as literary devices for his satire or really
mormons and spiritualists were controlled by the evil one
believed that both cormons
dlana
diana vaughan uo
leo taxil miss diana vaughan priestess of lucifer by
verdad 1904 this volume has
bersey
hersey
herself now a nun guadalajara mexico la verdade
become extremely scarce one copy has been located by michael W homer at
the library of congress washington DC
54 paul
boulin lelue
celles 1929
etincelles
belue du dragon paris les Etin
55for
Indagine
for a discussion of belue
lelue du dragon see introvigne indagine
indazine sul

dr

satanismo 233 45
for example bibliophile hiram in diana vaughan a
t elle existe
atelle
jerusalem paris RISS 1931
57xx
XX
ale des
Gnostic isme revue internation
internationals
internationale
les missionnaires du gnosticisme
bist of her works
fist
societies
soci6t6s
socie tes secretes 20 may 10 1931 462 XX was leslie fry see list
societes
on netie
ma monnerie
on the back of the title page of her leo taxil et la
nerie
onnerie
frano maconnerie
franc
lafranc
Queen borough edith starr miller occult theocrasy 2 vols
lady queenborough
51see
see

france

np
ap

1931

see
59see

for example edith starr miller occult theocrasy 2 vols
hawthorne calif christian book club of america 1977 anti mormon william
schnoebelen in his masonry beyond the light chino calif chick 1991 mentions an edition published by christian book club of america los angeles
1933 p 286 endnote 7 to chapter 18 probably a confusion of the 1977 edition with the first edition which was privately printed in paris
paul rosen satan et cie association universelle
verselle pour la destruction de
universellepour
uni
londre
lordre social paris veuve H casterman 1888 rosen was on the other hand
iordre
an enemy of taxil
it has also been suggested that rosen mentioned mormon theories concerning the possibility of generating spirit children in the celestial world as being
nilar to his interpretation of the tenth degree of scottish rite freemasonry see
similar
sir
sli
sii
querques
iantimaqonnisme le cas de paul rosen
pierre Barru
ques aspects de 1antimaconnisme
barrucand
cand Quel
quelques
politico hermetics
politica
108 especially page 105
Herme
Henne tica 4 1990 91
hermetica
benne
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91108
miller occult theocrasy 1931 1226 28
13
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miller occult theocrasy 1931 2459
15 15miller
miller occult theocrasy 1931 2464 this page apart from the solemn
conclusion also includes a curious mistake LDS church president joseph fielding smith is said to be the eldest son of the founder of the order that is apparently joseph smith jr of course he was actually the grandson of josephs

brother hyrum
66aithough
although guenon was part of the occult underground himself he saw the
world as a struggle between real traditional initiates and the dark forces of
counter initiation when writing against counter initiation he was ready to
cooperate with catholic apologists and his books against theosophy and spiritualism were written predominantly for a catholic audience see rene guenon
tb6osophisme histoire
histoire dunepseudo
traditionnelles
dune pseudo religion paris editions Traditionnelles
le theosopbisme
1965 and rene guenon larreur
eur spirite paris editions Traditionnelles
traditionnelles 1952
LErr
lerreur
on the first editions of these works and guenons
gu6nons
Gue nons relations with catholic circles
see marie france james esot6risme
isme artour
esoterisme et Christian
kend
autour de rene
christianisme
cbristianisme
rend guenon
paris Nou
velles editions La
ladines
tines 1981
nouvelles
nouvilles
latines
67ren6
gu6non les origines du mormonisme
rene guenon
Mormonisme revue politique et lit
Me
melanger
melanges
langes paris galli
teraire 64 september 4 1926 535 41 republished in m61anges
gu6nons
mard 1976 161 75 guenons
Gue nons evaluation of joseph smith is not very kind
or accurate
if he was incontestably an impostor even though some have tried to
show him to be a sincere fanatic it is not sure that he imagined all
his frauds by himself there are too many cases more or less similar
where those who appear as leaders of a movement are more the
tools of hidden puppet masters who remain entirely unknown even
to themselves A man like rigdon for example may well have been
an intermediary between smith and the hidden inspirators
inspiratory
As usual in these cases the tool is ferociously destroyed this was
mor
exactly what happened to smith guenon origines du mon
mon isme
monisme

538

guenon suggests that dark forces may have inspired spalding to write his
manuscript and sidney rigdon to use it to produce the book of mormon guenon
noted that it was possible that joseph smith was about to discover the hidden
inspiratory who manipulated him through rigdon or that he attempted to free
inspirators
himself from the external apparitions hidden behind him for this reason he was
killed in fact according to guenon it is hard to believe that the mob at
carthage acted spontaneously
it is much more probable that someone had
an interest in eliminating joseph smith at this very time guenon origines du
Mormon isme
mormonisme

536 538 39
guenon
6gu6non who was well learned in philosophy fancifully distinguished
between what he attributed to joseph smith himself and what he attributed to
orson pratt under whose intellectual dominion smith fell toward the end of
his life and who had some more or less vague knowledge of the ideas of hegel
and some other german philosophers in popular versions due to authors like
parker and emerson contrarily joseph smith who insisted on a limited god
of flesh and bones rather reminded guenon of william james Is it not true
cormons were first to propose
the french esoteric author asked himself that mormons
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the idea now dear to pragmatist philosophers of a limited god the invisible
coetemal with god
king of wells the mormon idea of intelligences who are coeternal
was on the other hand wildly attributed by guenon to reminiscences of leibnitz
and his theory of monadism guenon origines du mormonisme
Mormonisme 538 40
guenon origines du Mormon
69gu6non
isme 541
mormonisme
see for example frithjof
70see
isslam
schuon Com
frithjofschuon
comprendre
prendre 11slam
ilslam paris editions du
deuil 1976 54
seuil
71ed
ed decker and caryl matrisciana the god makers 11
II eugene ore harvest house 1993
72
decker and hunt god makers 130
73 73decker
decker and hunt god makers 131
74
decker and hunt god makers 267
75 75william
william schnoebelen and james spencer mormonisms
Mormoni sms temple ofdoom
of doom
idaho falls idaho triple J 1987 58
71see
see taxil conference a la salle de la societe de geographic
77see
see fry leo taxil et la franc maonnerie
maconnerie 207 for a recent discussion
of the pike hoax from a masonic point of view see art de hoyos and S brent morris Is it true what they say about freemasonry the methods of anti masons
silver spring md masonic service association of the united states 1994
78when
7when
ewhen the tanners in a 1988 meeting during the course of their controversy
tro versy with decker and his associate william schnoebelen questioned the
quote schnoebelen admitted that it is a controversial and anti
masonic
antimasonic
source schnoebelen according to the tanners seemed to know the french
language and translated the title of the publication by clarin de la rive into
english for us when we inquired as to whether it could in any way be traced
back directly to the masons he responded not to my knowledge no jerald
tanner and sandra tanner the lucifer god doctrine 2d
ad ed salt lake city
utah lighthouse ministry 1988 63 1I have obtained from the tanners a copy
of the tape recorded interview and have checked the references for the concormons see introvigne
troversy
post rationalist anti mormons
tro versy between the tanners and postrationalist
the devil makers
79 79schnoebelen masonry
beyond the light 191
schnoebelen
10
10schnoebelen
schnoebelen masonry beyond the light 286
schnoebelen masonry beyond the light 191 in 1990 schnoebelen also
published with chick publications of chino calif wicca
satans little white
cicca gatans
lie nothing resembles a book by schnoebelen more than another book by
schnoebelen the plot is always the same because of his unique background as
an allegedly former catholic priest satanist wician
wiccan mason and mormon
schnoebelen feels qualified to detect that all these pseudo religions if they are
not one and the same are at least all part of the same satanic conspiracy
193 95
schnoebelen masonry beyond the light 19395
see tanner and tanner the lucifer god doctrine 63
13see
iinvilham
william J schnoebelen and sharon schnoebelen lucifer dethroner
dethroned
A true story chino calif chick 1993 205
michael
michaei bertiaux letter to author february 12 1994
schnoebelen masonry beyond the light 192
17
loftes tryk the best kept secrets in the book of mormon redondo
beach calif jacobs well foundation 1988 86 87 see response in daniel C
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peterson A modem malleus maleficarum review of books on the book of
60
mormon 3 1991 231
23160
decker and hunt god makers 259
89 89according
according to decker atheisthumanist
Atheist humanist henri de lubec declared the
turning point in history will be the moment man becomes aware that the only
god of man is man himself the endnote refers to a book atheistic humanist
written by one henri de lubec decker and hunt god makers 259 and endnote 43 to chapter 17 p 272 decker in fact found this quote in a book called
aubac not lubec
the drama of humanist atheism written by henri de lubac
translated by edith M riley london sheed and ward 1949 this book which
actually criticizes atheism was written by a jesuit theologian who later became
aubac le drame de phu
aubac 1896 1990 see henri de lubac
henri cardinal de lubac
ihu
ath6e
athae 3d
manisme athee
ad ed paris SPES 1945 ist ed 1944 obviously decker had
maniske
not read the book before quoting it
godecker
decker and hunt god makers 243
9william
awilliam
william T still new world order ne
the ancient plan of secret societies
lafayette la huntington house 1990 124
7 be Screw
91c
C S lewis the
screwtape
tape letters new york macmillan 1943 9
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